ReClaim

™

manage, claim & grow revenue
for your premium online content

Millions of videos are created, uploaded, and shared every minute. If the
content is yours, don’t let it capture audiences and earn revenue without you.
ReClaim partners with content owners, MCNs and major brands to manage
and optimize channels and premium online video with accuracy and scale.

For every official brand video uploaded to video sharing platforms, there are 100+
user-uploaded versions, often generating 10x the views. Content owners today
earn just a fraction of the total ad revenue generated on their original content.
ReClaim™ has the technology and services to efficiently manage and claim your
original content as well as grow channel awareness worldwide.

Product Advantages
End-to-end channel management

Organize and prioritize

Our dedicated team provides expert copyright

Advanced claiming technology lists thousands

review, helps manage your channel and develops

of copyrighted files at once, allowing you

strategies to grow viewership, subscribers and

to understand the value of each video and

maximize organic reach.

streamline the claims process.

Captivate and grow

Optimize your reach

Sophisticated identification platform provides

ReClaim finds and matches more videos faster

in-depth analysis on how content is consumed,

on all video sharing sites, maximizing your

helping you better connect with audiences,

potential to increase reach and revenue on

promote your brand and grow your channel.

original content during its peak viewing cycle.

Key Features
� Superior

VDNA

content

identification

technology

delivers

guaranteed performance on YouTube and beyond.
� No “lifetime revenue sharing” on a claim ensures Vobile will NOT

� Flexible reporting and analytics tools help create custom data
tracking points that fit within your organizational workflow.
� Dedicated global services team offers unmatched 24/7 support.

take a revenue share on your content for the lifetime of any specific claim.

Visit www.vobileinc.com or contact us at info@vobilieinc.com for more information.
Vobile is the worldwide leader in video and audio content protection, measurement and monetization services. Its patented core VDNA technologies enable fully
automated identification, tracking and management of any video and audio content with high accuracy and scalability. Vobile operates the VDNA Database
(VDDB), which is the most comprehensive database of authorized video fingerprints, metadata and business rules from major movie studios, television networks
and record labels. Founded in 2005, the company is headquartered in Santa Clara, Ca., with additional offices in the United States, Japan and Hong Kong.
The Vobile, VDNA, VDDB, VideoTracker, MediaWise, mSync, logos are registered trademarks or trademarks of Vobile, Inc.

